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This authoritative text provides a complete overview of Chinese moxibustion techniques and

methods, including detailed treatments and contraindications for a wide range of conditions.   The

authors cover the fundamentals of theory as well as the skills and techniques practitioners will need,

and provide a detailed summary of all of the acupoints commonly used in moxatherapy. The book

also covers the ways in which moxatherapy can be used to cultivate general health and wellbeing in

patients, and explains in detail how to treat a wide range of complaints; for each complaint,

descriptions of typical cases and the acupoints and procedures needed for treatment are provided.  

Extensively illustrated with photographs which clearly demonstrate clinical procedures, this is an

essential reference for practitioners and students of acupuncture.
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llustrated Chinese Moxibustion - Techniques and Methods is 'very Chinese' - personal shorthand for

a mix of positive attributes blended with the cultural idiosyncrasies and artefacts of the translation

process that we have come to know and love... This is neat and, as with many of the numerous

other interesting clinical tips to be found here, is obviously born out of practical experience... All in

all, this book succeeds in delivering a comprehensive and enlightening Chinese-style presentation

on the practice of moxibustion. This book succeeds in delivering a comprehensive and enlightening

Chinese-style presentation on the practice of moxibustion... Overall, as a student text or for one

wishing to develop high-level clinical moxa skills I warmly recommend this book. -- The European



Journal of Oriental Medicine (EJOM), Charlie Buck, author, Educator, Chair of the British

Acupuncture Council In my opinion, Illustrated Chinese Moxibustion is an excellent reference book

for anyone practising moxibustion, and an ideal read for all those interested in this type of treatment.

It is based on sound ancient TCM principles, but written by modern practitioner. -- Journal of the

Acupuncture Association of Chartered Physiotherapists
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It is a very good manual that should be on everyones book-shelf who is seriously interested in

Chinese Moxibustion. The book is well structured and comes with many photos. Although I miss the

description of techniques I learned during a Shaolin Chan Medicine Course, the book still met my

expectation. I understand that there are different schools of Moxibustion and that those techniques

shown to me may not be very well known.

Moxabustion is an essential aspect of Chinese medicine that is too often neglected in the west. This

comprehensive text covers everything you need to know to get extraordinary clinical results. It has a

look inside button at the top. Check it out and compare it to the standard tcm texts you get in school.

There is no comparison. The level of detail is on another level.

I am NOT a practitioner of moxibustion or Chinese Traditional Medicine, so I cannot speak to its

accuracy, but I bought the book because I was interested in learning about TCM because it



provides insight into the culture that produced it. This is a very interesting book for those interested

in how moxibustion is used and why. I enjoyed reading it.
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